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2 On deeply ritial oriented graphsThe oriented 5-yle ~C5 is an example of a deeply ritial graph: o( ~C5) = 5 and for every ar e in ~C5,o( ~C5 � e) = 3.The main result of this note is that there are in�nitely many deeply ritial graphs.Theorem 2 For every positive integer k, there exists a deeply ritial graph Gk suh that o(Gk) �o(Gk � v) � k for every v 2 V (Gk).2 ProofsProof of Observation 1. In order to prove (i), �x an oriented olouring f of H � v with at most kolours, say, 1; : : : ; k. De�ne the olouring f 0 of H as follows:f 0(x) = 8><>: f(x); if x 2 V (H) n (N+(v) [ fvg;k + f(x); if x 2 N+(v);2k + 1; if x = v:Observe that(a) olour 2k + 1 is used only for v;(b) the olours used for N+(v) are distint from those used for N�(v);() if any two verties x and y have the same olour in f 0 then they have the same olour in f .This implies that f 0 is an oriented olouring.In order to show that the bound is sharp, onsider the following onstrution desribed by Sopenain [5℄. Let H 0 and H 00 be disjoint oriented graphs and let the graph H be obtained by addinga new vertex v and ars (w0; v) for every w0 2 V (H 0) and (v; u00) for every u00 2 V (H 00). Theno(H) = o(H 0) + o(H 00) + 1. This yields (i), if we take as H 0 and H 00 two isomorphi oriented graphswith oriented hromati number k.To prove (ii), onsider an oriented olouring f of H � (u; v) with the minimum number (say, k) ofolours. Then the olouring f 0 de�ned byf 0(x) = 8><>: f(x); if x 6= u; v;k + 1; if x = u;k + 2; if x = v;is an oriented olouring of H. This proves (ii). 2Proof of Theorem 2. It is enough to prove the theorem for some in�nite sequene k1; k2; : : :. Wedeliver the proof in a series of laims.Let Tm be the set of ternary vetors of length m. Let also T 0m be the subset of vetors in Tm whoseentries are zeros and ones and T 00m be the subset of vetors in Tm whose entries are zeros and two's.Clearly for every t00 2 T 00m, there exists exatly one t0 2 T 0m suh that t00 = t0 + t0.The following two laims are evident.Claim 3 Every t 2 Tm is a sum of two vetors in T 0m.Claim 4 For every t00 2 T 00m, there is only one way to represent t00 as a sum of two vetors in T 0m(namely, t00 = t0 + t0, where t0 = t00=2).Let p = 3m and q = 2p � 1. Let Vm = f0; 1; : : : ; q � 1g and for v; w 2 Vm, let d(v; w) =minfv �w ( mod q); w � v ( mod q)g. Then for any distint v; w 2 Vm, we have1 � d(v; w) � p� 1: (4)



O.V. Borodin, D. Fon-Der-Flaass, A.V. Kostohka, A. Raspaud and E. Sopena 3To every integer v; 0 � v � p� 1, we an assign the m-dimensional ternary vetor t(v) whose entriesare the �rst (from the right) m digits of the ternary expansion of the number v. (For example, ifv = 11 and m = 4, then t(v) = (0; 1; 0; 2).) This orrespondene is one-to-one.Let Dm be the oriented graph with V (Dm) = Vm suh that(u; v) 2 E(Dm) if and only if v � u ( mod q) < p and t(d(v; u)) 2 T 0m: (5)Remark 1. If t(d(u; v)) 2 T 0m, then d(u; v) � 3m�1 + 3m�2 + : : :+ 1 = (p� 1)=2 = (q � 1)=4.Claim 5 o(Dm) = q.Proof. Let u and v be arbitrary distint verties of Dm. By (4) and Claim 3, t(d(u; v)) is a sum oftwo vetors in T 0m. Hene, by (5), there is an oriented path of length at most two (of length one ift(d(u; v)) 2 T 0m) either from u to v or from v to u. Therefore, in any oriented olouring of Dm theverties u and v must have di�erent olours. This proves the laim. 2Claim 6 For every e 2 E(Dm), o(Dm � e) = q � 2:Proof. Beause of the symmetry, we may assume that e = (0; v) where t(v) 2 T 0m. Let f(0) = f(2v) =1 and f(v) = f(q � v) = 2. Let all other verties get di�erent olours from 3 to q � 2.Due to Remark 1 and the absene of e, Dm� e has no ars with the tail in f0; 2vg and the head infv; q � vg. By Claim 4 and Remark 1, Dm � e has no oriented paths of length at most two between0 and 2v and between q � v and v. It follows that olouring f of Dm � e satis�es (1) and thuso(Dm � e) � q � 2: The lower bound on o(Dm � e) follows from Observation 1. 2Claim 7 For every x 2 V (Dm), o(Dm � x) � q �  mlm+12 m!:Proof. Beause of the symmetry, we may assume that x = 0. Let T 0m be the set of vetors in T 0mwith exatly lm+12 m ones. Let V 0 = fv 2 Vm j v < p and t(v) 2 T 0mg and V �0 = fq� v j v 2 V 0g. Forevery v 2 V 0, we de�ne f(v) = f(q�v) = v where v are distint for distint v. All other verties areoloured with di�erent olours. If f is a proper oriented olouring of Dm�0, then o(Dm) � q�� mdm+12 e�and the laim is proved. So, let us show that f is a proper oriented olouring of Dm � 0.First we prove that V 0[V �0 is an independent set in Dm�0. If some verties v; u 2 V 0[V �0 areadjaent, then u; v and 0 form a triangle in Dm whih by Remark 1 is transitively oriented. Thereforeby (5), T 0m ontains three non-zero vetors t1; t2 and t3 suh that(a) t1 + t2 = t3 and(b) at least two of t1; t2 and t3 belong to T 0m.But for (a) to hold, we need that the ones in t1 and t2 be in disjoint oordinates and that the number ofones in t3 be the sum of the numbers of ones in t1 and t2. The former ondition violates the possibilitythat both t1 and t2 are in T 0m (sine every w 2 T 0m has more than m=2 ones) and the latter onditionviolates the possibility that both t1 and t3 (or t2 and t3) are in T 0m (sine every w 2 T 0m has the samenumber of ones).Next we observe that for every v 2 V 0, there is no oriented path of length two between q � v andv. This follows from Claim 4 and Remark 1. Thus, f satis�es (1), and the laim holds. 2Claims 6 and 7 yield the theorem for km = � mdm+12 e�. By the �rst paragraph of the proof, we aredone. 2



4 On deeply ritial oriented graphs3 CommentsThe proof of Theorem 2 shows that for in�nitely many integers q, there are deeply ritial graphs withoriented hromati number q suh that deleting any vertex dereases the oriented hromati numberby at least qlog3 2=plog q = q0:6309:::=plog q. The statement (i) of Observation 1 shows that sometimeswe make the oriented hromati number twie less by deleting a vertex. It would be interesting to �ndout if there are in�nitely many (not neessarily deeply ritial) graphs in whih deleting any vertexdereases the oriented hromati number by at least one perent.Although we present deeply ritial graphs only with very spei� number of verties (namely,with the number of the form 2 � 3m � 1), experimenting on omputer indiates that deeply ritialgraphs on q verties with oriented hromati number q might exist for all odd q > 31.Referenes[1℄ O. V. Borodin, A. V. Kostohka, J. Ne�set�ril, A. Raspaud and E. Sopena, On the maximumaverage degree and the oriented hromati number of a graph, Disrete Math., 206(1999), 77-90.[2℄ O. V. Borodin, A. V. Kostohka, J. Ne�set�ril, A. Raspaud and E. Sopena, On universal graphs forplanar oriented graphs of a given girth, Disrete Math., 188 (1998), 78{85.[3℄ A. V. Kostohka, E. Sopena and X. Zhu, Ayli and oriented hromati numbers of graphs, J.Graph Theory, 24 (1997), 331{340.[4℄ J. Ne�set�ril, A. Raspaud and E. Sopena, Colorings and girth of oriented planar graphs, DisreteMath. 165{166 (1997), 519{530.[5℄ E. Sopena, The hromati number of oriented graphs, J. Graph Theory 25 (1997), 191{205.


